ReinDrop Wrap
Supplied by TABS Wall Systems, LLC

TABS II Heavy Duty Panel

TABS T1 1" to 2" Rigid Insulation

TABS II Non-Corrosive Fastener designed to meet substrate criteria.

TABS II Peel & Stick Flashing Tape
Wrapped over TABS Rigid Flashing

Weep Holes to be installed every 16" to 24" Horizontally
Do not caulk under veneer.

TABS G-90 - 26 Gauge Flashing Fastened & Adhered to Building Structure.
(DRIP EDGE OPTIONAL)

Cut Off TABS Panel at support Tab to Facilitate TABS Wall Systems
G90 - 26 Gauge Rigid Flashing.

Masonry Foundation
Finished Grade

Sidewalk as Occurs
Flexible Sealant
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